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ABSTRACT

People’s trust in prediction models can be affected by many factors,
including domain expertise like knowledge about the application
domain and experience with predictive modelling. However, to what
extent and why domain expertise impacts people’s trust is not entirely
clear. In addition, accurately measuring people’s trust remains chal-
lenging. We share our results and experiences of an exploratory pilot
study in which four people experienced with predictive modelling
systematically explore a visual analytics system with an unknown
prediction model. Through a mixed-methods approach involving
Likert-type questions and a semi-structured interview, we investigate
how people’s trust evolves during their exploration, and we distil
six themes that affect their trust in the prediction model. Our results
underline the multi-faceted nature of trust, and suggest that domain
expertise alone cannot fully predict people’s trust perceptions.

1 INTRODUCTION

Intelligent systems like visual analytics systems are increasingly
incorporating artificial intelligence to support end-users in decision-
making [9, 17, 22]. To make well-informed decisions, it is vital that
people appropriately trust the underlying models [12, 14]. Therefore,
lots of research has been dedicated to trust in human-computer inter-
action [e.g., 4, 8, 29, 32], specifically in information visualisation [3]
and explainable artificial intelligence [e.g., 2, 30, 33].

However, trust is a slippery concept because it is related to many
factors [15]. One example is domain expertise, which can refer to
artificial intelligence or the application domain in question. Previous
studies have shown that both facets can influence people’s trust in
an automated system [2, 15, 28]. Other factors that might affect
trust include the way in which information is visualised [25], age
[21], uncertainty [31], cognitive load [35], model accuracy [34],
algorithmic transparency [20], and the point in time on which the
intelligent system is used [18, 24, 26, 27, 28]. As a consequence of
this long list of influential factors, measuring trust is very challeng-
ing. Researchers have proposed Likert-scales that capture people’s
trust in an automated system [e.g., 10, 11, 19, 23], often inspired
by the psychological literature on trust relations between humans
[16]. However, there is still debate about these scales’ validity, and
even about whether explainable artificial intelligence should focus
on trust in the first place [6].

In this paper, we share our results and experiences of a mixed-
methods pilot study with four participants who are familiar with
predictive modelling, and active in agrifood domains. Our research
contribution is threefold:

1. To measure people’s expertise and trust in a prediction model, we
propose a mixed-methods approach that goes beyond using single
Likert-type questions, yet remains feasible in real-life studies;
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2. We illustrate that only knowing people’s expertise in predictive
modelling does not suffice to predict their trust in a prediction
model;

3. By thematically analysing the transcripts of semi-structured inter-
views, we extract six factors that might influence people’s trust
in a prediction model.

2 RESEARCH MOTIVATION

Research on trust in intelligent systems often subdivides people
into those who are familiar with a certain topic (“experts”), and
those who are not (“non-experts” or “laypeople”) [e.g., 28, 35]. The
research goal is then to find differences between, and similarities
within those groups. We were interested in the latter, particularly in
whether people experienced with predictive modelling have similar
trust perceptions when they explore a visual analytics system with-
out knowing the underlying prediction model. Inspired by studies
on trust evolution over time [18, 24, 26, 27, 28], we decided to show
people increasingly more visual information about a prediction out-
come, and to capture their trust evolution. Specifically, our research
questions were as follows:

• RQ1. Do people experienced with predictive modelling have
similar trust levels and evolutions for an unknown prediction
model?

• RQ2. What influences trust in an unknown prediction model for
people experienced with predictive modelling?

To make fair comparisons, we needed participants with similar back-
grounds. We chose to target people in agrifood because research on
trust and uncertainty visualisation is limited in this domain [13].

3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

This section presents how we conducted our study. We first describe
our visual analytics system and overall study design. Then, we
provide more details on how we measured expertise and trust.

3.1 Visual Analytics System

We developed a simple visual analytics system for exploring the
price evolution of food products in various European countries.
For each country, we fit a third-degree polynomial to the available
past data with linear regression and least-squares estimation, used
a five-year extrapolation as prediction, and computed prediction
intervals at levels 50 to 99 with increments of five. Obviously, more
sophisticated techniques for forecasting time series exist; we used
linear regression only for illustration purposes. Fig. 1 shows our
dashboard with at the bottom five checkboxes that enable visual
components related to the prediction outcome and model: Past data,
Future prediction, Future uncertainty, Past fit, and Past uncertainty.
The past data were visualised as a full line, future prediction and past
fit as dashed lines, and the uncertainty as stacked coloured bands
(also called fans). Our system was built with Meteor, React and D3,
and is available at https://github.com/BigDataGrapes-EU/
product-prices-public.

https://github.com/BigDataGrapes-EU/product-prices-public
https://github.com/BigDataGrapes-EU/product-prices-public


(a) Scenario 1: the future prediction for one country is visualised as a dashed line. (b) Scenario 2: the future uncertainty for one country is visualised as fans.

(c) Scenario 7: the past fit for two countries is visualised as dashed lines. (d) Scenario 8: the past uncertainty for two countries is visualised as fans.

Figure 1: Screenshots of our visual analytics system, illustrating the enabled visual components in four out of eight scenarios.

3.2 Study Design
With our visual analytics system, we conducted a case-study focused
on people’s trust in the prediction model, following a mixed-methods
approach. In particular, we collected data on trust quantitatively
with Likert-type questions, and qualitatively with a semi-structured
interview. Four people participated; they were collected via email
by an industrial partner in the scope of a larger research project.

Our study was conducted online and was structured as follows.
First, participants briefly introduced themselves and their experi-
ence with predictive modelling. Then, we demonstrated our visual
analytics system, showing the past data and future prediction for a
single country (Scenario 1, Fig. 1a) without revealing the underlying
prediction model. Next, participants went through eight scenarios by
enabling the Future prediction, Future uncertainty, Past fit and Past
uncertainty checkboxes in our dashboard one by one, respectively,
first for a setting with one country (Scenarios 1–4), and then for
a setting with two countries (Scenarios 5–8). Fig. 1 shows some
representative screenshots. In each scenario, we first asked partici-
pants to interact with the visualisation and to describe their initial
impressions of the visualisation in a think-aloud fashion (Explore
the new component in the visualisation. Explain what you see. What
grabs your attention?). Next, we asked them about their trust in the
prediction model through open-ended questions (Do you trust the
prediction model? Which parts of the visualisation made you say
that?) and four Likert-type questions (see Sect. 3.3). Finally, after

completing all scenarios, participants reported their familiarity with
four concepts related to predictive modelling (see Sect. 3.4). In the
post-study discussion, we asked participants how they experienced
the study, and stressed the illustrative nature of our prediction model.

3.3 Measuring Trust
To quantitatively measure people’s trust in the prediction model, we
drew inspiration from a trust scale for automated systems by Jian et
al. [19], which does not consider willingness to act upon a system’s
advice, contrary to Madsen and Gregor’s trust definition [23]. We
considered it unfeasible for participants to answer the twelve items
in the original scale eight times, so we selected and adapted four
items that seemed most appropriate for trust in prediction models:

1. (R) I am suspicious of the prediction model’s outputs;
2. I am confident in the prediction model;
3. I can trust the prediction model;
4. (R) The prediction model is deceptive.

Items were rated on a 7-point range, and reverse-scored (R) when
necessary. The four scores between 0 (not at all) and 6 (extremely)
were then summed, resulting in a final trust score between 0 and 24.

3.4 Measuring Expertise
To verify that participants were experienced with predictive regres-
sion analysis, we combined self-reported data and indirect familiarity
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Figure 2: Participants’ trust scores in the prediction model, evolving
over eight scenarios. The first four scenarios show a single country’s
data, and the next four scenarios show two countries. Overall, P1
and P3 reported low trust scores; P2 and P4 high trust scores.

indications. First, participants self-reported their familiarity with
prediction interval, linear regression, time series prediction, and
fan chart through checkboxes “I know the word” (K), “I often use
it” (U) and “I can explain it” (E). For each concept, we assigned
a score between 0 (not familiar at all) and 5 (completely familiar)
based on their answers (K = 1, K+U = 3, K+E = 4, K+U+E = 5), and
the average S1 served as a final estimate for self-reported familiarity.
Second, we scored participants’ expertise between 0 and 5 based on
their background (S2) and use of jargon related to statistics or pre-
dictive modelling during the interview (S3). Finally, we considered
participants to be sufficiently experienced with predictive regression
analysis if the average of their S1, S2 and S3 scores exceeded 3.5.

4 RESULTS

This section presents the results of our studies with four participants,
each lasting 70–100 minutes. We first investigate the overall trust
evolution over the eight scenarios to spot differences and similarities
between participants. Then, we contextualise observed trends by
thematically analysing [1] the qualitative feedback collected during
the semi-structured interviews.

4.1 Domain Expertise and Quantitative Trust Evolution

Table 1 shows that all participants had an expertise score of over
3.5, which confirms that they belong to our target group of people
experienced with predictive modelling. Interestingly, P3 and P4 had
a self-reported expertise score far below the scores based on their
background and jargon use.

Fig. 2 shows the evolution of participant’s reported trust scores
over all scenarios. Recall that Scenarios 1–4 showed data for one
country (Setting 1), whereas Scenarios 5–8 showed data for two
countries (Setting 2). Looking at the overall trust scores, there is
a clear distinction between two pairs of people: P2 and P4 were
trusting the prediction model, P1 and P3 were not. Thus, although
all participants had comparable expertise in predictive modelling,
their trust in the prediction model did not evolve similarly over the
eight scenarios. Comparing Setting 1 and Setting 2, we observe
two things. First, both settings show a non-decreasing trend in trust.
Only P4 slightly violates this trend in the transitions of Scenarios 3
to 4, and 7 to 8; the transitions where the past uncertainty becomes
visible. Second, there is a drop in trust when participants switched
from Setting 1 to Setting 2. Only P4 is again the exception.

4.2 Thematic Analysis of Qualitative Trust Feedback

Our quantitative results alone cannot explain the trends they hold.
To contextualise the observed trust evolutions, we consult our rich
qualitative data, and present six trust themes that emerged during
the participants’ discussions, ordered by prominence.

Expectations about model outcomes (T1). This theme consists
of two complementary parts.

(1) Expectation violation: when participants encountered an unex-
pected result, their trust in the prediction model typically decreased.
For example, P3 reported low trust in Scenario 1, stating: “If I look
at these time series, I wouldn’t expect such a high slope of the curve,
of the data. Theoretically I was expecting a less high slope.” An-
other example concerns Scenarios 5–8 (see Figs. 1c and 1d), which
showed two closely linked price evolutions, whereby one country’s
prediction diverged from the other country’s corresponding past data.
P1 and P3 experienced this as a strong expectation violation, leading
to a huge drop in trust. Finally, in Scenarios 4 and 8, P4 expected
less uncertainty in the centre of the time series and more uncertainty
in the tails, leading to a slight decrease in trust.

(2) Expectation agreement: when participants observed some-
thing that matched their expectation, their trust in the prediction
model often increased. For example, P4 reported high trust in Sce-
nario 1, stating: “usually we have increas[ing] prices, not decreases
[laughs], so that’s why I’m more in the part that I’m trusting the pre-
diction.” Later on, P4 repeatedly indicated that he strongly suspected
the model to be a regression because the visualised data seemed to
confirm that: “I don’t see anything strange. [...] I believe it’s just a
regression model.” In the post-study discussion, P1 also hinted at this
trust theme, emphasising the importance of “reasonable reasoning
behind what we see in the model.”

Understanding the prediction model (T2). P1, P2 and P3 often
repeated the need to have a detailed understanding of the prediction
model underlying our visual analytics system. P1 even mentioned
this right from the start: “In order to trust a prediction model, I need
to know how it was developed.” Also in Scenario 1, P3 answered
the question on whether he trusted the model with: “to be honest
not, because [...] I have no idea how you provide this prediction,
how you calculate it and the model behind.” More on a technical
level, participants expected the prediction model to consider multiple
variables like consumer behaviour, and the political, climatological
and economical context.

Predictions need uncertainty (T3). All participants received
uncertainty in the prediction outcomes positively. On the one hand,
P2 stated to trust the model more because the uncertainty shows a

“statistical consideration” and suggests that previous studies underpin
the presented values. P4 agreed: “the more descriptive the model
becomes, and the more alternatives that it gives you, it makes you
trust more. When you have just a line, you more or less, you cannot
believe that things in real life are so accurate, right? [chuckles].”
On the other hand, P1 and P3 considered reasonable uncertainty in
the prediction a natural requirement, and stressed that uncertainty
alone was not sufficient to increase their trust dramatically: “it’s a
model that takes some reasonable uncertainty, but still I cannot trust
it because I don’t know how it was developed” (P1 in Scenario 2).

Developers of the prediction model (T4). Two participants
based their trust in the prediction model not only on its outcomes,
but also on its developers. In Scenario 1, P2 referred to trusting the
model developers’ competence: “when I approach information that
come[s] from an organisation or something like you, I suppose, my
behaviour is to accept this evolution because I suppose that you have
the competence to develop a model.” P3 argued that a model stem-
ming from an official institution might be more reliable: “If such a
prediction comes from an official body like FAO or World Bank or
so on, [it] could be more reliable. If [it] come[s] from a university
[...], it’s not an official body and it’s more difficult to understand.
[...] when a World Bank provides [a] prediction, it’s the fruit of the



Table 1: Background information about the participants of our study, including their estimated expertise in predictive modelling.

ID Profession Age Country Expertise (S1, S2, S3)

P1 Quality manager, analyst (industry) 45–54 Greece 4.58 (3.75, 5, 5)
P2 Agrifood engineer (academia) 45–54 Italy 4.17 (4, 4, 4.5)
P3 Agricultural economist (academia) 35–44 Italy 3.67 (2, 4.5, 4.5)
P4 Agricultural researcher (industry, academia) 35–44 Greece 4.25 (2.75, 5, 5)

All participants identified as male. Expertise scores: S1 = self-reported, S2 = background, S3 = jargon use.

convergent opinion of different practitioners and scientists.”
Data provenance (T5). P1, P2 and P3 indicated the importance

of guaranteed accurate data and transparency about their origin.
Characteristic quotes are: “In order to trust a prediction model, I
need to know [...] what is the raw data [in]put” (P1 in Scenario 1)
and “[It] could be important [...] to know in a precise way the
provenance of the past data. OK, the past data derived from which
database or when [did] you take this data for the past?” (P3 in the
post-study discussion).

Past performance of the prediction model (T6). Transitioning
from Scenario 2 to Scenario 3, P1 and P3 reported an increase in trust
and their qualitative feedback suggests that the reason for this is the
prediction model’s good performance in the past: “this particular
model has explained reasonably, reasonably, the variation of butter
price[s] throughout the decades” (P1); “The model seems to fit very
[well] with the data. It gives more robustness to the model” (P3).

5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This section discusses our results: not all “experts” have similar trust
levels and evolutions (RQ1). Instead, trust in a prediction model is
influenced by several interconnected themes, and people’s dominant
themes can evolve under new information (RQ2).

5.1 An “Expert” Label Does Not Say It All
While participants in our study all had a background in agrifood and
had similar expertise with predictive modelling, their trust levels and
evolutions over the eight scenarios in our study clearly differed: two
participants had high trust levels, while two others distrusted the
prediction model. This suggests that “experts” do not always respond
in a completely similar way to an unknown prediction model, and
that their trust levels and evolutions are subject to different factors
(RQ1). Future research could investigate whether the distinction that
we identified holds in a larger sample of people experienced with
predictive modelling, and whether similar patterns also occur for
people lacking this expertise.

5.2 Trust Is Multi-Faceted
The thematic analysis of our semi-structured interviews subscribes
the multi-faceted nature of people’s trust in a prediction model. We
identified six themes (RQ2), which show that people’s trust can be
influenced by their expectations about the model outcomes (T1),
their understanding of the prediction model (T2), the uncertainty
in model outcomes (T3), the model’s developers (T4), the data
provenance (T5), and the model’s past performance (T6).

Overall, the most prominent theme was T1, which turned out to be
closely connected to domain knowledge. For example, participants
often noticed that the prediction model could not predict a peak
in 2007, but added that this outlier could have been due to the
financial crisis at that time. This suggests a strong link between
domain knowledge and trust themes like T1 and T6. Thus, the
question rises how prominent these themes are for people with low
domain expertise, and whether misinterpretations of predictions
cause mistrust or misdistrust [14].

Another frequently raised trust theme was T2. Intuitively, this
matches with the expertise of our participants: they are well-aware of

how prediction models can be built, and of their potential to mislead
if applied incorrectly. P1, P2 and P3 even brought these points up
literally. Two quotes clearly suggest that T2’s prominence is related
to the participants’ background: “I’m an engineer, [...] understand
that I always want to see the reason behind a statement or value”
(P1); and “I suppose this is my research mind” (P2). This begs the
question whether people less experienced with predictive modelling
also require a detailed understanding of prediction models to gain
trust in them.

5.3 Trust Themes Are Interconnected
Our six trust themes are not isolated. First, three themes are related
to expectation: T1 focuses on model outcomes, whereas T2 and
T3 show that people experienced with predictive modelling expect
the model to consider multiple variables and uncertainty. The latter
suggests that models lacking those qualities might invoke distrust
because of expectation violation on a model level. Second, T2–T5
are all related to transparency. This suggests that trust in a prediction
model can be increased indirectly by improving model transparency,
which is in line with common beliefs in the explainable artificial
intelligence community [5, 6].

5.4 Dominant Trust Themes Can Evolve
The way in which participants analysed the data was key to which
trust themes they covered and how their trust in the prediction model
evolved over the scenarios. For P1 and P3, the initial dominant
theme was T2, but later on, when the diverging lines in Scenarios 5–
8 violated their expectations, T1 became most influential and their
trust dropped. This negative impact of expectation violation is in
line with [20]. In contrast, P2 and P4 also noticed the diverging
lines in Scenarios 5–8, but their trust response was different. P2
suggested that the differentiation might have been due to particular
events in one of the countries, and added: “in the previous analysis,
[...] I [was] a little bit, uh [...] I supposed that you are an expert in
this model, and so I [had] to believe you [...] with a suspicious idea.
But in this case, after [the] previous analysis, I’m more convinced
that the model derived is correct.” This indicates that P2’s initial
dominant trust theme was T4, and that his experience with the
prediction model in Scenarios 1–4 led to quicker acceptance of the
prediction outcomes in subsequent situations; the latter possibly
related to expectation agreement (T1). P4 argued that the diverging
lines in Scenarios 5–8 could not be directly compared, and remained
confident in the prediction outputs, which he correctly identified
as the extrapolation of a regression. This suggests that P4 trusted
regression as an analysis technique on itself, rather than basing
his trust on the particular outcomes; an observation that could add
another dimension to T2 or raise a new trust theme in a larger study.

5.5 Transferability and Future Work
To conclude our discussion, we point out that our sample of four
participants is probably too small to achieve full data saturation.
Thus, larger studies with the same target group could investigate
whether more trust themes emerge. It would also be interesting
to investigate the transferability of our preliminary results to other
domains and target groups. In particular, future work could include



participants from domains like finance and healthcare, in which
predictive modelling plays an important role too. Furthermore,
researchers could involve people who are less experienced with
predictive modelling to see whether trust themes similar to ours
emerge, and if so, how their dominance correlates with people’s
background.

6 LESSONS LEARNED ABOUT METHODOLOGY

Having presented the results of our pilot study, we also share four
points of reflection concerning our study design, which might be
relevant for future research focused on trust.

(1) There is a trade-off between nuance and feasibility. On the one
hand, a single Likert-type question is quick and easy yet inadequate
to capture the complexity of trust, especially because people might
differentiate between points differently, and might interpret “trust”
differently. On the other hand, full-fledged Likert-scales with many
items can capture more nuance in people’s trust perception, but are
infeasible in studies that measure trust frequently as they exhaust
participants. Our compromise of a Likert-scale with four items,
complemented by qualitative feedback, seems reasonable to us: it
provided rich data, and did not seem to entail respondent fatigue.

(2) Frequently asking the same questions can incite people to
take more pronounced positions. This became especially clear in
the interview with P3, who exclaimed in Scenario 3: “Oh, I suppose
you are working to have this question more decisive, more stronger
answer. Yes! [...] I’m always more and more confident that the
model is right, OK?” It is important for researchers to be vigilant of
this phenomenon. Our advice for quantitative studies would be to
foresee extra precautions in the study design to explain increasing or
decreasing trust scores, whereas qualitative researchers could ask for
extra clarification when participants start making bolder statements,
or carefully intervene when participants make wrong assumptions
about the study’s intention. This seems particularly relevant when
studying trust.

(3) The third item in our adapted trust scale (“I can trust the
prediction model”, see Sect. 3.3) is often the only item in other trust
research. We suggest that researchers who choose to work with a
condensed trust scale preserve this item too such that results can be
compared with previous research.

(4) To estimate people’s expertise, be it predictive modelling or
something else, we argue that a mixed-methods approach is safer
than fully relying on self-reported data. A first reason is the Dunning-
Kruger effect [7]: laypeople might overestimate their knowledge
about a certain topic, whereas experts might underestimate them-
selves. In our study, P3 and P4 are good examples: if we had only
relied on their self-reported expertise, we would have excluded them
wrongfully. A second reason is that assessing expertise based on a
single question or several preset concepts (like S1 in Sect. 3.4) might
be too broad or too narrow, respectively. These arguments especially
seem to hold for extensive topics like predictive modelling.

7 CONCLUSION

Our results subscribe the complexity of people’s trust in a prediction
model. Only knowing people’s expertise in predictive modelling
seems insufficient to predict their trust perceptions when they analyse
the outcomes of an unknown prediction model. This could be due to
many trust themes underlying people’s perceptions, including the six
trust themes that we identified. In sum, our pilot study illustrates the
importance of applying a mixed-methods approach in trust studies.
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